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ABSTRACT

We introduce a jump ’n’ run game for interactive floors to
maintain body fitness. Players control themselves directly by
stepping, jumping or lying on the floor. In a forest, users jump
over fallen trees or cross an ocean by holding themselves on
ice floes. Repairing a bridge in shortage of time or similar
complex tasks pack fitness exercises in an exciting adventure.
This motivates users to do regular physical activity.
INTRODUCTION

Most of today’s tasks are done by machines. The majority of
people spend almost the whole day in an office – sitting. Fitness apps for smartphones are getting more and popular and
many people subscribe to local fitness centers. At least, the
persons we asked about their sports activity in our contextual
inquiry.

Figure 3. doing sport exercises as part of the game on an interactive floor

Figure 1. Interviewees with casual sports background. Justus Wirth
(left) and Markus Petrykowski (right)

Figure 2. Interviewees with professional sports background. Ruben
Zieger (left) and Carl Link (right)

Markus (Figure 1 on the right) studies computer science in
Potsdam and has not much time for doing sport. In order
to be balanced and healthy, he goes swimming or climbing
once a week. He wants a flexible, non-complex and short
exercise pack. A notable training progress would be a great
motivation.

Justus Wirth (Figure 1 on the left) started doing freeletics
in order to maintain health and get his body in shape. He
wants to improve his performance in every training session
and somehow get feedback on how well he performed his exercises.
Carl and Ruben (Figure 2) from the Fit in Friedrichshain fitness centre do bodybuilding on a professional level. Their
motivations consists also of their bodies as well as of their
jobs. In general, the motivation depends on the individual
person. Their clients, however, already bring the necessary
motivation for training. Both, Carl and Ruben, were very interested in the idea of a “touch floor exercising application”,
but mentioned problems regarding gym equipment. “Every
kind of activity is good” says Carl, “but there are no effective
exercises for training the shoulders for example”.
As a result, we focus on regular activity, instead of building
up muscles and offer another approach to motivate activity:
a video game. Users embody the protagonist themselves, explore the world and beat their own highscores by completing
the level faster. This enables users to improve on every “training session” and also requires more energy and endurance. In
addition, the game offers another environment for exercises
than the traditional fitness studio and thus addresses other
kinds of people.

DEVICE

The application runs on an 8m2 FTIR screen. It behaves like
a multitouch screen that is capable of recognizing users via
their shoe profile. We built our application on top of a framework that enables 3D elements to convey users to be part of a
virtual world.
WALK-THROUGH

Figure 6. Penalty: (left) Hitting a tree brings 10s time penalty. (middle)
Illustration from the side. (right) Touching the water does as well.

Old Forest: the first territory in the game

is how the world looks like. There are some areas with different kinds of activities that create a workout together. The
same applies to the third territory, the broken bridge.
Broken Bridge: the third territory in the game

Figure 4. (left) Enter the floor to start the game. (middle) Step on the
spot to move through the world. (right) Jump over fallen trees.

In this scenario, the student Andy wants to do his regular activity and get exhausted. The specific task is about to raise
his heart rate over 180. Therefore, Andy enters the floor and
it tells him to start running (see figure 4 on the left). Andy
now steps on the spot and the ground under his feet moves
along (figure 4, in the middle). Whenever he meets a fallen
tree, he has to jump over it (figure 4, on the right). This does
not need any explanation, since nobody can walk through a
tree. If he does this anyway, he will receive a time penalty of
10 seconds (figure 6, on the left and in the middle).
Arctic Sea: the second territory in the game

Figure 7. (left) Reach a broken bridge. (middle) Get the wooden planks.
(right) Build up the bridge to cross the water. (Remember penalty)

Andy now arrives at a river. He can see a bridge, but it is broken. He looks around and finds wooden planks. He now repairs the bridge with the wooden planks by alternately touching the wooden planks and the broken bridge. Therefore he
has to repeatedly run between the planks and the bridge. This
includes accelerating, stopping and bending down. Once the
bridge is repaired, Andy can pass the river and continue his
adventure.
WORKOUT RESULT: WHAT THE USER HAS ACHIEVED

Figure 5. (left) Reach the sea. (middle) Hold on ice floes to get over.
(right) Ice floes will sink, so always switch to a stable one.

After running for a while, Andy will reach the sea. He can obviously not cross it (figure 5, on the left). He notices ice floes
appearing. He can drift over the water by holding himself on
those ice floes (figure 5, in the middle). The ice floes sink and
melt because of the weight and the warm hands. They begin
to get smaller and smaller. Andy has to move from ice floe
to ice floe in his position. He does not want to fall into the
cold water (figure 5, on the right). If he does anyway, he will
receive a time penalty of 10 seconds (see again figure 6, the
right image).
Workout World: repeating territories

When Andy finally arrives at a beach again, he can run further. Depending on the world, he will run through the forest
(described in subsection Old Forest) and drift over the sea
(described in subsection Arctic Sea) some more times. This

Figure 8. Final screen; shows the time the user needed to run through
the world and the heart rate, if the hardware is available. The user is
also congratulated, because he finished the workout.

When Andy has run through the world, he will see the final
screen. It contains the needed time and his heart rate, as well
as a congratulation. The next time, he can try to beat his
record. This would require him to step and repair the bridge
much faster.

DESIGN
Do not just copy existing solutions to floor apps

We wanted to provide a fitness application in order to perform
common fitness exercises. Even in the contextual inquiry we
got to know that a floor does not provide the necessary instruments to perform a rich and diverse workout. It lacks a
possibility to train the shoulders for example. We tried to
reduce the application down to only a few possible training
exercises, like push-ups, stepping and sit-ups. This would not
improve the training behavior at all. We then created training
exercises out of things one can do on a floor.

Dictate Exercises with game elements

We needed to find a way to instruct a user to perform an exercise without expecting him to know it. This means, that every
exercise the user would chooses had to be explained or shown
first. Within task analysis, we noticed that this violates the
need for a short workout, because much time is spent on selecting and explaining workouts. So we decided to not let the
user choose a preferred exercise anymore, but transfer him in
a virtual environment of which the user’s tasks directly come
out, as shown in the walk-through. This virtual environment
would be a path to run along. For instance when the user
runs and a tree appears he automatically get, that he has to
overcome this obstacle by jumping. This way there are even
less instructions necessary and no time is spent on choosing a
workout anymore. Adding these further game elements also
turned out to provide more fun.

Figure 9. A direct copy of the reality to a floor app does not improve
anything

Use the complete screen space during workout

A first approach to provide the workout functionality to the
user was to show three fitness mats, each offering several exercises for training certain body parts: a warm-up, an “arms
training” and a “legs training” mat. The idea was that using
our application assures right performance of the exercises and
a balanced workout by recommending a workout plan to the
user. This would have been done by briefly introducing every
exercise.
So the training would always start with a warm-up and then
give the user the freedom to choose every following exercise. During contextual inquiry we found out that the majority
of users did not get why there were three different mats for
one person. Furthermore it was unnecessarily inconvenient
to display workout instructions on a third of the screen, so
we scraped the idea of multiple fitness mats to use the whole
screen for guiding the users.
Motivate the user with game elements

One of the most challenging requirements when designing a
fitness application is to keep up the user’s motivation. When
first conceiving a full screen application we tried to fulfill this
with a different exercise choosing menu which should fasten
the choosing process. To start training, the user had to tap one
of sundry bubbles, floating around on the screen. Each contained a small illustration of an exercise combined with the
designation of either a time span or repetitions. However, in
our paper prototype study two out of three participants did not
even know what the exercises were about, but time pressure
turned out to be an actuating game concept perfectly matching our demands. From now on the passed time always would
be displayed to the user during a workout. But still we had
to solve the issue, that fitness exercises are not commonly
known amongst the users.

Figure 10. Direct, but unclear instructions can be replaced by game
elements that let the user know what to do only by the game context

Penalties during workout, rewards after workout

During further progress we tested whether punishing or rewarding leads to better workout results. In a first approach
the users were rewarded by time reduction for each correctly
performed exercise. But as exercises like jumping over a tree
are quite fast done, a first test user was rewarded more than
one time a second, so that both the motivation effect was gone
and the time reduction made no sense anymore. Furthermore
the exercises the user has to perform are quiet simple so that a
false performance is more unlikely than a correct one. And as
we don’t want the user to be permanently distracted by penalties or rewards, we decided to punish false performances. The
motivating reward was now to finish a workout faster than before or beat a time of another user.
Instantly start game

We had several iterations concerning when to start the game.
From contextual inquiry we learned, how important a good
warm-up is, which is why we kept the concept of always starting with a warm-up this far. But in the paper prototype study,
the users did not get, why they were forced to do a warm-up
and could not start immediately. So we left it out, as it was not
necessary for this kind of game anymore. In the final version
we chose to start the game as soon as someone starts running on the floor to provide the simplest solution as possible.
During heuristic evaluation we identified that there must be
a short message telling the user that he should start running.
From that point on he understood how to start a workout and
make progress.
Use a fixed map

One of the last design decisions we faced was whether to generate a unique map each run or use the same map every time.

To vary the user’s challenge varies from time to time, generating a map was the obvious approach. The problem was that
the comparability of the times for a workout was not given
anymore. But as we proofed the concept of motivation by
time pressure earlier, we finally decided to use a fixed map,
so that a user could compete with another user or himself.
CONCLUSION

When designing applications for interactive floors, user studies and exploration with prototypes becomes extremely important since there are no patterns and the problem domain
is yet unexplored. During the process, our evaluation of the
users’ needs changed radically. When asking users what they
wanted they looked at existing solutions and tried to map
them to the floor. If we followed those, we would have ended
up with a fitness mat and a video player. This, however, is already an existing solution for people without any sport equipment. We collected important aspects from users: the need
for motivation and limited free time. First we mapped them
to possible exercises on the floor and later came to the conclusion, that games are the most interactive solution motivating
users with fun when doing workouts. The ability to challenge your highscore, pushes your goals and visualize your
progress.
Developing an interactive prototype for a floor requires lots
amount of work. Paper prototyping turned out to be a powerful tool in order to find flaws in our designs as users were
able to imagine the system.
Even when users want to do fitness activity with our application, they look for the simplest solution to solve a game.
Therefore we need to design fitness games that forces users
to do certain activity instead of giving them the freedom on
how they want to solve a task.
In the future, the game could also contain a map editor. This
would satisfy the users need to configure their workout. In
addition, it would make the game more interesting and diversified. There should also be some more territories containing
new sport exercises. The users could have to jump a lot, or
maybe lift another person.

Figure 11. An image taken from a live demo on the floor. The player is
running in the forest territory and jumps over a fallen tree.

